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ABSTRACT
The prototype of an online Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system is introduced, which provides entrance to
the digitized collection of the National Gallery of the Netherlands (the Rijksmuseum). The current online system of the
Rijksmuseum is text-based and requires expert knowledge concerning the work searched for, else it fails in retrieving it.
M4ART extends this system with querying by an example image that can be uploaded to the system or can be selected
through browsing the collection. The global color distribution and (optionally) a set of texture features of the example
image are extracted and compared with those of the images in the collection. Hence, based on either text or content-based
features, the collection can be queried. Moreover, the matching process of M4ART can be inspected. With the latter
feature, M4ART not only integrates the means to inspect collections by both experts and laypersons in one system but
also provides the means to let the user to understand its working. These characteristics make M4ART a unique system to
access, enhance, and retrieve the knowledge available in digitized art collections.
Keywords: Content-Based Image Retrieval, Information Retrieval, art, color, texture, M4ART

1. INTRODUCTION
Vast amounts of digitized online image archives come available (e.g., photo databases and museum collections). In the
cultural domain, museums like the National Gallery of the Netherlands (the Rijksmuseum)1 (see Figure 1), the Virtual
Catalog for Art History,2 and the Hermitage museum3 (see Figure 2) are extending their reach by making part of their
collection available via Internet. With the goal to preserve our cultural heritage, these examples are followed by many
libraries, museums, and governmental institutes.
Making these collections publicly available also requires information systems for indexing, browsing, and retrieving
the information. However, most of these systems require expert knowledge to use them efficiently. Hence, laypersons will
not use these systems and, consequently, will not be able to inspect the collections in a satisfying manner.
This paper describes a Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system that provides entrance to the collection of the
Rijksmuseum. It provides suitable access to the database of art materials for both experts and laypersons. We start with
a brief introduction and comparison of image retrieval by text and by content followed by the introduction of the domain
of application, in Section 2.1. The presentation of the results, an often ignored issue, is briefly denoted in Section 3.1. In
Section 3, the online M4ART system is introduced. We end this paper with a discussion on issues to be solved and topics
of future research.
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Figure 1. A traditional text-based information retrieval system.

2. IMAGE RETRIEVAL: TEXT-BASED VERSUS CONTENT-BASED
In 1992, Kato4 introduced the term Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), to describe his experiments on automatic
retrieval of images from a database by color and shape features. Since then, CBIR has developed into a separate field.
CBIR is the application of computer vision to the image retrieval problem; i.e., the problem of searching for images
in large image databases. Most image retrieval engines on the world wide web (WWW) make use of text-based image
retrieval, in which images are retrieved based on their captions, descriptions, and surrounding text; e.g., see Figure 1.
Although text-based image retrieval is fairly successful, it fully depends on the verbal annotations that accompany the
images. Consequently, it requires every image in the database or on the WWW to be annotated.
A decade ago, Gudivada and Raghavan5 identified twelve fields of application in which CBIR can prove its usefulness:
crime prevention, the military, intellectual property, architectural and engineering design, fashion and interior design,
journalism and advertising, medical diagnosis, geographical information and remote sensing systems, cultural heritage,
education, and training, home entertainment, and WWW searching. Despite this range of applications, Smeulders, Worring,
Santini, Gupta, and Jain6 noted in 2000 that “CBIR is at the end of its early years” and is certainly not the answer to all
problems. In general, (i) CBIR techniques still yield unacceptable retrieval results, (ii) are restricted to the domain that
is covered, (iii) lack a suitable user-interface, and (iv) are mainly technology-driven and, consequently, require the use of
domain knowledge to fulfill the user’s information need.7
In the last decade,6–14 a change in research perspective with respect to CBIR systems can be seen: from computer
vision and pattern recognition to other disciplines such as cognitive science and psychology. Hence, the paramount importance to consider the human in the loop is more and more emphasized. Using knowledge about the user will provide insight
in how the user-interface must be designed, how retrieval results may be presented, and it will categorize the typical information needs present with the general public.15 Hence, in the line of research as discussed in this paper the human was
constantly in the loop of technological development. The paradigm of “human-centered content-based image retrieval”, as
introduced by Van den Broek,16 was adopted in the current research.
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Figure 2. The interface of the Content-Based Image Retrieval as developed by IBM
for the Hermitage museum. It utilizes both color
and shape in its processing scheme.

2.1. Domain of application
Historical archives are rich sources of information of which more and more are available in digitized form. For example,
the institute for Dutch history (ING)17 recently finished a project with a time span of three decades. It recently introduced
an online database of all correspondence of Willem of Orange. However, this project merely applies traditional information
processing techniques. This paper uses the database of the National Gallery of the Netherlands (the Rijksmuseum). This
database is already annotated. These annotations are already used in an online search system.1
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The Dutch Rijksmuseum states: “Research is the basic premise of all museum activity, from acquisition, conservation
and restoration, to publication, education and presentation. In general, this research involves the object or work of art in
the museum as being a source of information.”1 However, how can these sources of information be efficiently accessed and
enhanced and how can knowledge be retrieved from them? The Rijksmuseum has made their collection available online,
through a web-interface,1 as can be seen in Figure 1. Their current interface provides the means to conduct traditional
information retrieval; i.e., text-based search. Other recent initiatives are, for example, described in.18–20 One of the most
famous CBIR systems available is IBM’s QBIC21 as launched in mid-90s. In January 1997, the IBM Corporate Community
Relations project with the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg started.3 The goal of the project was to do much
more than just provide technology to the Hermitage Museum. The project’s aim was to transform how people around the
world experience the Hermitage Museum and its collections.3
With respect to the database of the Rijksmuseum, there is a more pressing problem than the proper use of keywords.
In general, modern information retrieval techniques provide excellent results22 when two premises are satisfied: (i) a well
annotated database is available and (ii) a good choice of keywords is made, which both fits the query in mind and the
keywords present in the database. Using a limited database, such an approach can be highly successful. In contrast, no
well annotated databases are present in an unrestricted domain, which are queried by non-professionals, using non-optimal
keywords. The general public may not know the style of a painter, the period he lived in, or the painting’s name. Often,
a visitor does not even the exact name. How to approximate a name, using keywords? In such a scenario, the user cannot
access the data to fill his information-need.
A professional brings his knowledge to bear about the artist (e.g., name and country of residence), the object (e.g.,
title, material(s), technique(s)), the dates, the acquisition method, and possibly will be able to use his associations. He can
define detailed queries, which produce retrieval results with a high precision. However, how to find objects that evoke the
same atmosphere or trigger the same emotions? How to find objects with a similar expression, although created using other
techniques on different materials? Systems that can answer such questions should use CBIR techniques
In the next section, we introduce the online Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system, which is available at:
http://cai.nici.ru.nl/M4ART/. It integrates text and content-based image retrieval. Moreover, it provides
insight in its working. Hence, it fulfills two aims: (i) it provides access to the database for both laypersons and experts and
(ii) it provides the means to laypersons in the field of CBIR to gain an intuitive working of the CBIR techniques applied.

3. THE ONLINE MULTIMEDIA FOR ART RETRIEVAL (M4ART) SYSTEM
The online prototype Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system presented here consists of four components:
1. The two (inter)faces of M4ART
2. Feature extraction module
3. The matching engine
4. The SQL and image database, connected through the image IDs.
We will now discuss each of these components separately. Next, a new method is introduced that facilitates the user’s
understanding of the system’s working.

3.1. The two (inter)faces of M4ART
In research on IR and CBIR systems, most effort is directed toward the underlying search technique. Often, the user
interface of these systems receives little attention. In this respect, the current research differs from most other IR and CBIR
research.
The M4ART incorporates two search engines: (i) A text-based search engine is included that fully relies on the annotations, as are present in the SQL database (see Figure 3) and (ii) A CBIR engine that utilizes features of the images present
of the pieces of art; see Figure 4. Both engines provide a standard interface and an interface for advanced querying.
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Figure 3. The advanced text-based image retrieval (Information Retrieval) interface of the online Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART)
system. It provides the means for boolean queries. Each keyword has to be provided on a separate line. For each keyword the following
parameters can be set: (i) whether the keyword should be included or excluded and (ii) which fields (i.e., ‘all fields’, title, artist, object,
material, technique, and description) have to be queried for this keyword. In addition, (combinations of) conjunctions and disjunctions
can be defined by the connectives ‘and’ and ‘or’. The M4ART system is available at http://cai.nici.ru.nl/M4ART/.

3.1.1. Text-based art retrieval
The standard interface provides one line to access keywords. All database fields (i.e., ‘all fields’, title, artist, object,
material, technique, and description) of all images in the database are queried for the keywords provided. The advanced
interface provides the means for boolean queries. Each keyword has to be provided on a separate line. For each keyword
the following parameters can be set: (i) whether the keyword should be included or excluded and (ii) which fields have to
be queried for this keyword. In addition, (combinations of) conjunctions and disjunctions can be defined by the connectives
‘and’ and ‘or’; see Figure 3.
After a text or content-based query, the results can be inspected, using content-based techniques. In a matrix, the
distances between all possible pairs of retrieved images are provided, as is shown in Figure 5b. Moreover, when the mouse
pointer is placed upon a distance, the two images to which the distance refers to are shown. Hence, the relation between all
images retrieved can be inspected. Consequently, the users can infer the system’s working. Subsequently, users can learn
to understand and even respect the system’s performance.
3.1.2. Content-Based Art Retrieval (C-BAR)
At the XVIth International Conference of the Association of History and Computing, the notion Content-Based Art Retrieval (C-BAR) was introduced.23 C-BAR is simply CBIR applied on the domain of art, where characteristics of a piece
of art or a digital photo of an art object defines the query. In M4ART, an image can be provided in three ways to the engine:
(i) the catalog can be browsed for an image, (ii) the URL of an image can be provided, and (iii) an image can be uploaded
from the computer of the user; see Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The advanced Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) interface of the online Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system.
An image can be selected through browsing the database, providing the URL of an image, or by uploading an image from the local
hard-disk. A color space and its quantization scheme can be chosen; i.e., HSI 18 × 3 × 3, 11 color categories, RGB 4 × 4 × 4, or
HSI 9 × 6 × 6 (see Section 3.2.1). A choice can be made between the intersection and Euclidean distance measure (see Section 3.3).
Texture features can be selected to be taken in the processing scheme (see Section 3.2.2). The M4ART system is available at http:
//cai.nici.ru.nl/M4ART/.

De Greef and Van Eijk24 determined that users prefer to browse image databases manually. Moreover, the determined
that a grid of 9–16 images per screen is optimal for visualizing an image collection. Another interesting finding was
that the difference in size between the (real-size) image (e.g., a painting) that was seen and its thumbnail version, as it is
available in the image database, does not hinder recognition. In order to facilitate efficient and user friendly browsing, the
user interfaces are designed conform the guidelines of these authors24 and provides either 12 or 15 images per screen as is
shown in Figure 5a and Figure 3.2.2.
A image conversion module is in M4ART included. This module can convert most image formats (e.g., gif, jpeg,
jpeg-2000, png, bmp, tiff) and some other formats (e.g., html, eps, ps, and pdf) to jpeg, which is the image format used for
the database. The database is incrementally updated with the new images provided by the users.

3.2. Feature extraction module
With features we denote characteristics of objects. In the context of images, features can denote colors, texture descriptors,
and shape descriptors. In the current research, we use features derived from the global color distribution of the image
optionally combined with features that describe the texture properties of the image.
3.2.1. Color
A color space specifies colors as tuples of (typically three) numbers, conform to certain specifications. For image processing purposes, color spaces are often quantized. The color space in which this is done determines the perceptual intuitivity
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Figure 5. The online Multimedia for Art ReTrieval (M4ART) system, available at http://cai.nici.ru.nl/M4ART/. (a) Browsing through the database of the Rijksmuseum. On each page 12 pieces of art are shown. Both browsing page by page as selecting a page
directly are provided. (b) The comparison of text-based and content-based results. Of all retrieved images by the text-based query the
content-based distances are provided in a matrix. When the user hovers over the distances, the images between which the distance is
determined are shown.

of the quantization up to a high extend. Moreover, the axes of the color space can be quantized, using a different scheme
for each axis. Again, this depends on the color space of choice.
A color space is perceptually intuitive if distances between points in that space (i.e., ‘colors’) have a relation to perceived closeness of these ‘colors’ by human observers. If that relation is constant one can even speak of perceptual uniformity. In this section, we describe the color spaces used and the quantization schemes applied on them. The quantization of
color images transformed into gray-scale images will not be described for every color space since it is the same for every
color space: the gray-scale axis is divided in the number of bins needed for the specific quantization scheme.
A quantization scheme provides the means to determine a color histogram. Such a histogram can be determined for
parts of the image as well as for the image as a whole. The latter application of the color histogram is applied in the current
research. It describes the global color characteristics of an image.
The RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) color space is the most used color space for computer graphics and is not perceptually
uniform. Each color-axis (R, G, and B) is equally important and is quantized with the same precision (4 × 4 × 4). The
conversion from a RGB image to a gray value image simply takes the sum of the R, G, and B values and divides the result
by three.
The HSI (Hue, Saturation, and Value) color space is more closely related to human color perception than the RGB
color space25 and is perceptually intuitive but not perceptually uniform. Hue is the color component of the HSI color
space. When Saturation is set to 0, Hue is undefined and the Value-axis represents the gray-scale image. Two quantizations
of HSI are used: 162 (18 × 3 × 3) and 324 (9 × 6 × 6) bins.
Another view on color representation is the concept of 11 color categories (i.e., black, white, red, green, yellow, blue,
brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray), as introduced by Berlin and Kay.26 Since then, several researchers discussed the
topic; see Derefeldt et al.27 for an overview. Van den Broek et al.28 developed a method to describe the complete HSI color
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space, based on a limited set of experimentally determined, categorized colors. This method provided a unique color space
segmentation, which can be applied as an 11 color categories, quantization scheme.
3.2.2. Texture
Before texture can be analyzed, a color quantization scheme has to be applied, as discussed in the previous section. Next,
several texture analysis techniques can be applied, both for general and for specific purposes. We have chosen for one of
the more intuitive texture descriptors: the color correlogram,29, 30 a sequential color-based texture analysis method: first
color is quantized and second texture is analyzed.
¯ The
The color correlogram Cd¯(i, j) counts the co-occurrence of pixels with color values i and j at a given distance d.
distance d¯ is defined in polar coordinates (d, α), with discrete length and orientation. In practice, α takes the values 0◦ ,
45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ , 180◦ , 225◦ , 270◦ , and 315◦ . The color correlogram Cd¯(i, j) can now be defined as:
¯
Cd¯(i, j) = Pr(I(p1 ) = i ∧ I(p2 ) = j | |p1 − p2 | = d),

(1)

where Pr is probability, and p1 and p2 are positions in the gray-scale image I.
The algorithm yields a symmetric matrix; hence, only angles up to 180◦ need to be considered. A single co-occurrence
matrix can be defined for each distance d by averaging four co-occurrence matrices of different angles (i.e., 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ ,
and 135◦ ).
Because of the high dimensionality of the matrix, the individual elements of the color correlogram are rarely used
directly for texture analysis. Instead, textural features can be derived from the matrix. In previous research,31 an optimal
feature-distance combination was determined, derived from the color correlogram. The best classification was found using
a combination of four features: entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation, with
d = 1. Consequently, this configuration was chosen for this research.
In the user-interface for advanced query schemes, the user can choose to include texture features in the matching
process. Recently, this combination of the color histogram and the color correlogram proved to provide high classification
results.31 This way of analyzing color images is named: parallel-sequential texture analysis. Figure 3.2.2 provides the
processing scheme of parallel-sequential texture analysis. Recently, the latter analysis was applied for the first time in the
context of CBIR,32 where it was used in four processing schemes.

3.3. The matching engine
The matching engine has an interface that connects to the query definition user interface and to the user interface that
presents the retrieved (matching) results. Through the query definition user interface, the matching engine receives the
query image as well as the necessary parameters: the feature vector to be used and the number of results to be presented.
Subsequently, the matching engine extracts the features from the query image and matches it to the image features extracted
from the images in the database. The results that match are ranked based on their distance to the query image. Next, the
images that match best are sent to the user interface that presents the results, as is presented in Figure 3.2.2.
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Figure 7. The result of M4ART after a standard CBIR query. The query image was selected from the database of the Rijksmuseum.

The query image has to be compared with the images in the database; i.e., the feature vectors of the images are
compared with each other. In order to express the (dis)similarity of two features vectors, two distance metric can be used.
In literature, a wide variety of distance measures can be found. Both dissimilarity measures for feature vectors are based
upon the Minkowski metric: the intersection distance and the Euclidean distance. The Minkowski metric between two
vectors v and w is defined as:
I−1
 k1

|v[i] − w[i]|k
,
(2)
dk (v, w) =
i=0
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where I denotes the number of elements of the vector. For the intersection distance k = 1 and for the Euclidean distance
k = 2.
Note that the distance measures used, require the normalization of vectors. This can be achieved either by normalizing
all images to an arbitrary size before they are processed or by normalizing vector v that resulted from the processed image.
For the latter, we introduce the following class of normalizations:
v
v k = I−1
.
( i=0 |v[i]|k )1/k

(3)

3.4. Technical specifications
So far this section described the three components that can be identified in M4ART. In this part, we will present the
implementation that is build based on this design. M4ART relies on a popular combination of open source programming
facilities; i.e., Apache, PHP and MySQL. All applications run on a Redhat Linux server. These programs are beneficial in
several ways: the Apache webserver guarantees the great amount of traffic is handled correctly, PHP provides numerous
functions that allow effective development and MySQL offers a way to store and retrieve large amounts of data.
The Rijksmuseum uses an AdlibR information systems for archives, museums and libraries in which the paintings were
annotated. The annotations were connected to the images themselves through the ID of the images. The Rijksmuseum
provided us with the database in XML format; however, the conversion from Adlib to XML format resulted in numerous
errors. After these errors were semi-automatically removed, the XML database was used in the initial version of M4ART.23
For the current version of M4ART, we wanted to include the means to do Boolean searches and wanted to increase the
speed of searching. The use of an SQL database provided the means to fulfill both aims: Boolean queries became possible
and the speed of searching increased with the use of the SQL database. The conversion from XML to the SQL database did
not cause any problems. Additionally, the museum provided us with the image database itself, containing an approximate
of 3400 JPG images. The color- and texture information had to be derived from these images in order to provide the
CBIR functionality. A Java utility was designed to process all the images and save the relevant data into a file. Due to the
fact that different color models could be used to derive the information, multiple files were created. The amount of data
gathered during this parsing sessions was huge: every file that was created contained a record of every image including its
characterization, resulting in file sizes exceeding 30 MB.
Since the SQL implementation proved to be a success, the characterization of the images - the histograms and the
texture features - were also converted to the SQL database. At that point, the database served as a resource facility, in
which annotation as well as characterization could be stored as well as retrieved. An extra advantage was gained due to
the fact that CBIR and IR information could be combined: for example, the results of a Boolean query can be compared to
CBIR.
The MySQL interface is integrated in the PHP extension; this enabled the implementation of queries and parsing results.
In the initial design, the file reading and parsing procedures were obsolete; in the current system, the SQL statements are
used. The evaluation of the distance between the vectors is also implemented using PHP scripts. Existing functions for
mathematical operations as well as the MySQL interface allowed a clear structure of the source code, rapid development
and overall fast performance. PHP is also responsible for building the user interface of M4ART. The HTML code that is
produced complies with the HTML 4.0x specification of the WWW consortium (W3C), which guarantees that the most
common browsers display the pages in the same manner. The layout of the interface is clean and straightforward. The
website can be viewed using different screen resolutions since the interface elements are automatically resized based on
the resolution of the user’s screen.
With the latter specifications, all aspects of the M4ART system are discussed. In the next section, we will end this
paper with some conclusions and plans for future work.

4. CONCLUSION
With M4ART an online system is launched that provides access to the art collection of the Rijksmuseum. Both text-based
and content-based queries can be done. Both can be utilized in their standard form and can be specified in an advanced
interface. M4ART enables access for both experts and laypersons. Moreover, it provides insight information concerning
the process of content-based access.
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In the continuation of the current research, all aspects of the system will be improved. The user interface will be
enhanced both with respect to its visual appearance and with respect to its functionality. In general, for complex (multimedia) data-mining systems, user profiling is adopted as a paradigm. In contrast, we propose to include artist profiling
instead. Subsequently, features as can be found in artists’ work are identified (e.g., number of colors, contrasts, texture)
and utilized in such a profile. The resulting prototype feature vector could enhance the M4ART system substantially.
In time, ontology-based knowledge representations should be used to define structure in the database instead of merely
flat SQL data representation. Moreover, cooperative annotation as envisioned and applied by Schomaker, Vuurpijl, and
De Leau33 should be applied. Of special interest would be to compare how laypersons and experts annotate the material.
Learning algorithms (e.g., neural networks) or techniques as singular value decomposition can extract underlying (implicit)
dimensions of judgment,22 which are common to both groups. Moreover, specific features can be provided based on the
domain knowledge of the user.
M4ART is still in development; however, its current version showed to work successful. It provides access both to an
advanced text-based search engine for experts and to (ten configurations for) content-based retrieval that do not require any
domain knowledge. Moreover, the means to understand its working are provided. Hence, a unique system is introduced to
access, enhance, and retrieve knowledge from digitized art collections.
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